GARDY LOO

Dear Reader,
Culture is probably Lhe most diflicult subjecL to learn. Sure, you can Lake (and pass) all your
geography, your hisLory, your anthropology classes. You can travel across the world. But you can never
undersland culLure and its people until you understand this: that we are all human, and therefore
we are all Lhe same. The differences that separate us are simply consequences of our surroundings.
That is all. And that, in itself, is our common denominator. Hnmans across this world, in their houses
or casLles or huLs, try very hard to live as they believe they should, as they were taught to live. This
condition of human life is something that spans contincnls, seas, oceans, something that is everpresent and ever-alive inside all of us, just the same.
Aud yet, there arc so many people who believe themselves to he better than others - more
intelligent or polished or gracious or strong. More right. But they - but you, my friend - could never
know thaL. There are no facts, and there arc no rules to life. Everything is what we believe we know,
whaL we believe we see, what we believe we arc. Held tight and comfortable in our small area of
Lhe world, we peek ont at others from our incredibly limited viewpoint, the size of a single keyhole.
lt. is not enough Lo simply tolerate, for tolerance implies looking down upon and putting up wiLh
something thaL we fed is wrong. We have Lo understand our own situation, and then sec it as the
situaLion of the rest of the world. \Ve are struggling to mean something and to live right and mostly, to
survive. All of us across Lhe wo,·ld.
You can travel the world a million Limes and never see people the way they arc. They arc you,
you are them, and each is just as blind and losL as the other. Hut oh, how we are all fighting to figure it
Mary Crook

Whether a poet, writer, skelchbook arlist, painter or photographer,
an artist translates over borders. It's helter lhan politics or history
because art is universally underslood, accepled, and ever changing.
lt has the potential to alter a person's emotions or lhe way society
is portrayed to the rest of the world.
How crazy is it to think one painting can fuel a revolulion or one
poem can transform a life?
Being at JMU has so many advantages within itself and in the Harrisonburg community. vVe live immersed in such a rich culture that
its' often not even necessary to travel in order lo experience whal
other cultures have lo offer. Bul for those of you eager lo get out
and see the world, do it! Don'l wait, rack up those frequent flyer
miles and remember lo bring a journal or sketch book. The road
signs might make no sense and the people might sound like Charlie Brown's teacher, but the art created oul of a lrip is worth it.
I've had the privilege of living and traveling around the world, and
nothing can compare to the unique essence of each place ] 've been.
Even though I couldn't understand what was going on, I was still
able to capture lhe individuality of cites and the calmness of the
countryside wilhin the writing l did. It was worth every minute of
the sometimes eight hour plane trips and annoying customs officials.
Slephani Gambino
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Sydney, Australia

Katy Kash

take me arabia
an escape
immobilized. and mesmerized
my eyes
dance off the light in your smile
a style not described
our love not denied, and I try
to conspire with the fire
in your heart, as desire
plays a powerful part
and the winds of art grasp our hands
carry us far to foreign lands
with only you and I
my king, my carpet ride
and thoughts of departure subside
a glowing sunset or a sheet of blazing stars
a busy cily street, a traffic line of cars
no matter the method
I find refuge in your arms
comfort and protection drown my love-struck soul
our happiness, my only goal
we're meant to be
T give you my heart
and we fly endlessly

Sarah Sheya
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Round and Round Again

Liz Sperry

Settling

Sarah Sheya
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Here We Are Again
there are some days
some days where you are just
alive!
Where every step bounces off the pavement
Laughing at gravity,
Dancing with the ruler lines of routine,
Like the world's pulled out a new dance move and is
Spinnin' the other way just to mix it up,
so the sidewalk bubbles with laughter too
because it feels it.
For some days, you meet that
person, that random person kicked back
comfortably in the chair by the window.
I mention the sticker on his back pack
H e mentions Buddha on my earrings,
Someone sparks a laugh, and boom ...
alive
with a sound.
who simply must have been a friend in another life.
We played cards and
ate out, we wrote plays as kids, and
played pick up ball on summer days, and
somehow here we are again,
strangers, but not.
Kindred spirit and more,
They have a thousand words for it,
that you mean comfort
Like an old flannel shirt in November
Like the sound of guitar
Like a quilt that still smells of earth and picnic and green grass
Like bicycle pedals and untied shoes and childhood
Like climbing trees, rough bark nestling my shoulder
an old friend.
Like a curious child,
I wonder in bright colors, in candy-store delight
what life it was
that you and I were friends,
oh ye stranger.

Carly Eccles
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Heavy

Equipment

Mother E arth was going for the Goth look that winter. I was twenty. I was a makeup artist. My life then consisted of women who were in a constant state of mirror, mirror on the wall. J
was a makeup artist. I battled this hand h eld r eflector everyday. "I would like to hide this ", says the
woman descending down the hill of life - about to lose h er husband. The color wheel of eye-shadows mirrored the current times- Snow Job, X, Roach, Drama, and Trust Fund Baby to name only a
few. I was really into Ben Harper then. People keep on telling me that Jesus walked on water. Well,
he should have surfed.
My drag-queen/ pain in my ass/ co-worker Earl, or Pearl, really dug the song "Your Nobody
until somebody loves you". I hated this. I feel that Lhis breeder of slow dances is an explosive
theme song for co-dependence. Every night was marvelous for a moon dance back then; however,
my vision was not a twin of my age. I called my garrulous boss Meredith my friend. She had a severe case of diarrhea of the mouth. I often envisioned that she was a Pez dispenser and I could take
only what I wanted. Mer edith is engaged now to a Peruvian con-man who is playing hide and seek
for a green card. Regularly, I see him in Carytown floating about some cafc arm deep up the skirt of
a woman whom is not Meredith. This con- man may be a gynecologist as well.
On my lunch break I would stroll through the gilded brick road of the Regency Mall passing
the multitudes of
walking fifty-dollar bills. Chick
Fillet was always my
con -man may be a weapon of choice. This choice
was not driven by
the delectable and comfortable
chicken sandwiches.
gynecologist as well."
IL was not driven by their -oh so
creative marketing
team either. I spent my money
th ere because of their extra- large waters and the lovable staff These poor souls were so annoyingly
sweet that each time I left I felt the n eed to make a dentist appointment. I used to see how many
times I could get them to say "my pleasure." This was the highlight of my work day; one afternoon I
racked up ten "my pleasures" and a wink! I feel that the world should b e required to work at Chick
Fillet at some point early on in life. Maybe then Paris Hilton would have committed suicide and
Charles Manson would have b een a famous interior decorator.
That same year my friend Andrew decided that taking a gun to his mouth was the b est idea h e
could think of. Rumors flew like Delta airlines. He was found in the middle of Grace Street one
morning. There was an older man, arguments, and a phone call. The viewing was mistakenly an
open casket. Hair strategically placed. At the fun eral we were in disbelief. Herded into the funeral
parlor like cattle for the service we were able to list'e n to an estranged priest who called him by his
younger brother's name. I detest Catholicism.
Father Time then allowed m e to shed my scaly juvenile skin and dive into the second base of life,
Twenty-one. That year I celebrated each day for no reason. It's Wednesday! Or I'm W earing Blue
Day! Or, I Just Saw My Favorite Commercial on TV Day! I spent these self-made holidays gallivanting around the cobble -stoned streets of downtown Richmond with my most polished friends
from High school. These girls are my dream-cicles. They combine to form the levee that barricades
what would be my emotional floods. However, the ground level of my life has been sinking two
inches per year much like the city of New Orleans.

"This
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Lexi is a Renaissance woman of sorts. There is nothing that she cannot do. She could win a
tissue throwing contest. She is bi-sexual and enjoys saving water by showering with friends. She
and I share some of the same grief. We read Hemingway's Hills like White Elephants. Her brother
Chris has been sticking needles in his arm since I can remember. We all know Neil Young's The
Needle and the Damage Done by heart. He calls her Broody. H er parents don't know the real Lexi.
I know the real Lexi.
The woman who gave birth to Patti is a deeply disturbed pastor in North Carolina. Patti
checks h er mother's email regularly to make sure her suicidal thoughts are kept to a minimum.
H er mother once gave her a six-page letter about her parents' courtship which was so disturbingly
graphic it included how her father had held her legs up in the air for insemination. When Patti told
me this I immediately thought of doing the "YMCA."
Sarah had a nose job in middle school. In high school her middle brother Joseph poured
gasoline and struck matches throughout their home bringing the structure to its knees while her
youngest brother stood beside him screaming.
I turned twenty-two in the fall of 2006. I stuck my face in my cake to prove how much Peter
Pan and I had in common. Shortly after the waxy birthday candles went out I found myself unwillingly waking up every morning in the midst of Picasso's Blue Period. No room was dark enough.
I wore my sunglasses at night. The amount of rain was never sufficient. I spent most of this hazy
period in a mound of fear, guilt, lust and gloom- all bundled into a full-sized bed with an amazing
down comforter. The lump that usually marked his territory beside me each day was the root for my
tree of lost hope. He chose my wardrobe of misery for a long time. I did not write or read. Laughing was painful and breathing was a chore. The idea of death bounced appealingly from arm to arm
like a volleyball game with no referee. Luckily I fired my stylist in June.
I am a porch dweller now. I have better critiqued my personal want ad. I search eagerly like
Columbus for the things in this world that make me happy. I am still allergic to listening. I recently
started breathing for the first time. Lexi came into town this weekend; she blew through like a
tornado as usual. She informed me that she is vegetarian now but she still supports the "life cycle."
I laughed when she told me this. She is allergic to seafood but eats it anyway. In the back of her
car were incredibly expensive golf clubs her Dad had just bought for her. When I asked her about
them she said, "Well, I told my Dad I didn't play golf but he said, 'that's ok you will! We will have
something in common.' "At night I dream of the ocean water lapping at my skin. In this dream I
feel at home. I am in search of a muse. I press play on my Fiona Apple CD titled "Extraordinary
Machine." Then I stand up and begin to knock at the door of twenty-three.

Melissa Clark
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Dedicated to Aaron Brown 8/20/87-2/25/06
I saw him I think, in the gray and bleak,
A life in a tombstone of foul rank air.
I felt like the animate breathing freak
To watch God play with his long dead hair
The sun fell apart behind the dull hill
And sank through the grass as if it were dead.
I thought I could look at my lover still;
God must be playing inside of my head.
I stared awhile at his old lips agape
And walked up to them from a blackened street.
His dead eyes glared at my happy escape
In the life of the hazy August h eat.
I sank with the sun as if I were dead
God must be playing inside of my h ead.
In my brain there is a ghost that I kiss,
H eavy hair falling onto my mouthWhy are there so many things that I miss
I wonder how I remember all thisWhile the tie dye melts in my little room;
In my brain there is a ghost that I kiss.
0, I am j ealous; Your death must b e bliss
A masquerade parade on top of clouds vVhy are there so many things that I miss?
0 how he leaves me alive in abyss
vVith only some songs to dance to alone
In my brain there is a ghost that I kiss,
There are snakes in me that slither and hiss
I tell them to stop but they might be him.
Why are there so many things that I miss
I do not escap e I do not dismiss
The hideous pain that loves all of me;
In my brain there is a ghost that I kiss,
Why are there so many things that I miss

Jesse Vollrath
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aholh er tune,

in it, and you don't know,
song of the full moon,
if~ but still too slow.
io1~iebocly whispers you, somebody waits,
Ihe night.is coming on, but not for sleeping,
lou"are inside the realm, the moon creates,
You are between the loss and a new meeting.
The night is touching you with silver dusk,
All sounds are precise, just feel them playing,
It is a single night, like from the past,
You arc the part of it, crooning and swaying.
Your breath is full of stars, they are so close,
Just inhale cosmic dust and let it go,
Add tension to your voice and to your pose,
lt is the only night, you can do so.
All the mysterious beyond your sight
Lives its cold secret life not feeling sorry,
Close to oblivion, this moonlight night,
Come to oblivion, like our story.

Tatiana Kopaeva
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J\t

the Bay Bridge Tunnel

Carly Eccles

l would love
To laugh 146 times
each da) as children do and smile
At every person to hit them with a spark like chimes
whose sound spreads out like leaves in a ½ind
That sa"
Stop
And just sit a while.
,/

I ,., ould Jove to kno\\ all lhe ans,vers
For each quest.ion my mind asks,
Throwing out there into my v,hir1ing circle of thoughts going round
\Vill it all be ok, \\ill we all carr_) the load?
Each reassurance I'd jot down
M) brothers will figure it all out, whether it's a girl or a flask
They will he fathers and I an aunt some\\hcre,
sorrwwher<' down the road.
I would love to write a story that the V\orld can't put down
That throws children into a beautiful capsulf',
Ou a trip lo Quidditch matches and wizard guwns
Of spells and castles and miraculous meals ...
Anything Lo touch the magic within them
To make them see
To make them bclieve that it's real.
I would love to fall in lme likc the movies,
To meet a guy who understands
\Vhen he reads my words.
\Vho respects and holds dearly Lhe heart ill his hands,
\Vho walks what he talks
\Vho laug·hs as much as me,
\Vho ,..,ants to Lake a stand
For "V\hat he believes.
I would lovt' lo hold a child that is mine
In Ill) belly, in my arms, a heavy baby-smelling weight
A blanket by my shoulder, a boule b) Ill) cuff
Feeling nothing hut its breathing in rhythmic Lime
And that vvould be enoug·h.
And lo live by a magnolia lree
So I can ,,ater flowers while ill) children climb
And remember blne popsides from Kate.
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.I. would love to glow
\Vith life
I would love to know
\Vhat makes you smile.
[ would love to happen to someone
To create a dream that sprouts up like Jack and his beans.
I would love to stop and make someone feel
Something deep and profound, Lo make those quotes real.
And then
Lwould love
To sit on the beach in a chair
Draped in nothing but the night sky and its stars
As m 1 toes dig into the sand
Watching the headlights roll by
\Vondering what their stories are
And what they would love
ff they had a pen in their band.
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Who
I'm waiting for a star to fall.
For you to say
"Your eyes light up the night."
"Want to hang out sometime?"
"H ey, h ow 's.1t gomgr
. ""
A nod of your head.
I'm waiting for the deaf to hear
the drop of a pin.
Until then,
my eyes strain,
searching the black sky
for comet and atmosphere to collide.

Kathie Hagy

Extended Hand
Old shoes new feet, will you dance with me? your
apocalypse lips a thousand kisses doom my world
drowning in the fire of your affection shun the water
that could extinguish this blissful burn, burn up the
Sun with your passion(ate) tongue lick me in
flames chew on my name spit it out shout cry
Groan grown man afraid to take the hand
that megabites unworthy fingers linger at a
glance, true romance is a heated whisper, warm
my ear with sugared words- i h eard you could
dance; i took a chance.

Catherine Nightengale
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Untitled

Ashley Fary 25

4-4-07

Donovan Seow
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Passaic

Rebecca Schneider
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Untitled
Donovan Seow

Trip to Singapore
Donovan Seow
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Swimming
The first time it happened I thought I was swimming. I vaguely recall the carpet scratching
against my skin as my arms stroked the floor. I was a much better swimmer under the influence of
drugs.
I took another hit and handed the bowl over. Brad snatched it aggressively, eager to light up.
I think he smoked to play better at Mario Cart. His body leaned until he was horizontal with the
couch on sharp turns, his tongue edging out of his mouth as he concentrated. Weed and Mario Cart
are really the only two things I remember from that first year of college.
"Man, this stuff is the shit," Brad said. Brad always called things he liked the shit. At one
point, I bet he liked me as much as shit. The summer we dated for one day rocked both of our
worlds. I digress.
"Yeah, these are good times," I responded. Around this time, my best friend, Jefferson, would
nod methodically and wink at us. She always won at Mario Cart, and I'm sure
Smoking weed is like being part of a huge cloud. When you move your arm it cuts through
chunks of fluff. When you breathe in it enters your nose, greets your organs, then leaves as the grey
smoke that fills the room after each hit. It's blissful, really, being caught in a cotton ball, simply
clinging to white happiness and friendship. "Hey, let's go hang out with Marianne and all those
guys," Jefferson suggested.
As we pulled up to the small brick house, a kid jumped off the balcony. People cheered.
No one checked to see if he was dead. I still wonder about that flying body and if he was hugged
enough as a child.
I sipped a screwdriver and watched Jefferson eyeball a girl in the corner. As this unknown
girl, we'll call her Girl X, swayed with the song, Jefferson studied her intently. Girl X opened her
eyes from her musical trance and noticed Jefferson staring at her. Without a moment to prepare,
Girl X sashayed across the room to her target and began to sway her body into Jefferson's. She
started lightly caressing her ear, then her stomach, then her thighs. The girls stared into each others
eyes and their breathing became louder as their dancing grew with intensity. I felt just a little out of
place. It was time to find Brad.
Brad and I were complicated. Two years ago, he expressed his undying love for me in front of
a crowded classroom, handed me a bouquet of roses, and ran away. A year later, we were losing our
virginity to each other in the back seat of his car. We never mention what happened to us. \¥e went
to Applebee's one time, lost our "flowers," and started smoking weed.
He was in the kitchen bonging a beer. Three guys I didn't recognize stood around him
chanting his name loudly with excitement. They were clapping and high-fiving each other
passionately. One of them was gargling beer in his mouth and spitting it on a friend beside them.
He grinned at this achievement as he received a blow to the head with a Natty Light can. Bonging a
beer was no joke in this world.
"Hey, B. Want some air?"
"This party is the shit!"
"Yeah, but do you want some air?"
"What?! I can't hear you!"
The music was becoming part of my brain. I had to think very hard to breathe at a different
rhythm than the song. I refused to lose my organs to this hip-hop crap. I grabbed Brad's hand, and
we wiggled our way through the air tight crowd on to a balcony.
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"I feel like I'm losing my mind," I confessed.
"God, this party is the shit. Did you see me bong that beer?"
"Yeah, it was pretty much excellent. \Vow, the sky is pretty."
We stood in silence for awhile staring at the moon. I wish I could say I was thinking about
how to solve world hunger and child abuse or something, but really I just wanted Taco Bell. I did
think about how tiny I was compared to the moon and how no matter how much I tried I would
never be as significant; that made me frown. I let out a little sigh as Brad vomited. It sounded like
someone was cutting him from the inside out. His body rejected his happiness and decided to
explode, to literally throw out all of his organs. Fie leaned and shook in pain as the brown thickness
fell from his mouth. Finally, h e spit, and sat down. "I think I went over my limit," was all he said.
With Brad's weight on my shoulder, we plowed through the crowd. Blondes in tight shirts
and short skirts glared at me as I ran into their circle of giggly conversation. Jefferson was nowhere
in the living room and neither was her dance partner. I smirked and wondered if all of her dreams
were coming true. I was happy
for her. She needed to get laid.
d
B d
left a voicemail on Jefferson's
I guided Brad outside while I
phone. "Hey woman . I hope
eep own ra
you're getting some feisty
action. Don't freak when we're wanted to stab her."
not h ere. Brad puked his
brains out so I'm taking his
undead body home. Alright,
h eart you. Have fun and don't
die. Ok, bye." I closed my
phone and stuck it in my pocket. Brad was making funny whining noises, and I poked his nose.
"Come on, Jo," he held his stomach, wincing.
The ride to Brad's house was quiet and dark. Luckily, I didn't have to think about it. They
were familiar roads, and I had been taking them since I was old enough to have m emories. Brad
was drooling on my seat. His legs were propped up on the dashboard and his arms were awkwardly
behind his h ead. I drove in the silence, cutting through the dark, and glancing at the stars.
Brad tumbled out of the car and onto the asphalt. vVith one of his arms over my shoulder,
his head dangling towards the ground, we slowly made our way to his side door. I had to dig his key
out if his pocket . I felt his brealh on my face and smelt the intense mixture of weed, cigarettes, and
alcohol.
I tossed him on the bed. I took off his shoes and he twitched. I decided to leave his clothes
as they were; I couldn't imagine explaining that situation to him when he woke up the n ext day. I
laid his head on the pillow and pulled his blue sheets over him. H e smiled with his eyes still closed.
I brushed his hair out of his eyes and quickly moved my hand from his face. My stomach felt weird
all of a sudden, and I had the urge to throw up. ] sat on my knees and looked into his face, the drool
edging out of the corner of his mouth, the alcohol stain on Lhe collar of his shirt. l rested my h ead
beside his, letting my nose almost touch his cheek. "I think I like you," I whispered.
"Yeah, me too."

"d

Ananda Atkins
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Her Tattoos

Hidden from the world rests a butterfly,
silent and soft, which she opens to me:
delicate traces of wings flush crimson,
like blood beneath pale skin.
Ever it yearns for the lotus on her back,
its petals blue flames writhing from a blue sea.
I have tasted that ambrosia, its nectar
subtle with a whisper of taste,
as if kissed by sea mist.
And high above them each, in a painted, silky cage
sleeps an elusive canary who chirps so sweelly.
A touch, a kiss, a bite,
and she sings a melody sirens would envy.
Breathing now, I know,
her butterfly has a weaker hunger.

Dabney Bailey

Free Way

When a light turned red, you ran from it,
And I screamed in my brain.
I think you ought to have stopped,
But you said you did.
The owls were creeping up on your trunk
With their wings spread into parachutes
I thought they might catch us and lift us,
But we sped away
And left them in our colored powder.
Little blue women in little gray houses
Came out into the night
To tend little gardens with little hoses
In their little aprons.
We slowed to watch them,
Huffing and puffing, they chased us away with little
brooms.
We sped faster, as if owls were flinging themselves.
A man sat in the road, waiting for us.
He had been waiting for us all his life.
But,
we stopped and disappointed him ~
A little man.
We left the car, stoned at the sides.
In a forest of fine blackness
A rabbit took away our little brains and fed it to soil
My shoes fell into an ocean somewhere
Where fish ate them
And like sand, worms crumbled through my toes.

Jesse Vollrath
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Jefferson Street

----------------~-------------------------------------You would think
facing three flights
of subway stairs,
one from hunger,
and one from husband,
with your hands full of produce and
the handle of a stroller and
the stroller full of daughter and
a Lot of other questions that you can't stop
to answer
(the last time you did
your little boy didn't
wake
up ...
would make you think twice
before gathering your groceries
1n your arrns
and asking the first man in a collar
to bring her up
in his.

Roger Sollenberger
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Paper Love Affair

Her breath- it bends around his name never
perceptible or even heard by the world.
The ink caresses his twists and her turns,
leaving trails of translucent kisses along
her mind. His touches so light they can not help
but be felt, to everyone else its just a glimmer
of pen waltzing on paper and brushes
of the pages she fills - her constant companion. She
sits alone cradled within the lines and leaves
the unsaid unspoken. Elegant and crumpled
love affair. Soon his tender arms once again
are cobalt, just lines that jail and wound h er.
The rest of her world turns ivory ice. Her words
pulse out of fingertips and breathe among
b lue lines, always keeping her secrets, forever
filling novels, forever her own. She rips
the pages one by one and sends them off
in gusts.
No longer can I write these volumes
in my head, I must begin to live them.

----------------------------~------------------------Kelly Anglim
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To

Friends

Columbine Fai wrapped h er finger around the teacup, smiling at the black tea's n ow pale
copper color, now absorbing the pine and oak smell she still carried from her walk in the woods. As
she took her first sip someone knocked at the door in a way that insisted she answer.
"Coming," she called down to Lhe door, wrapping a purple afghan around her slender
shoulders. She hoped it wasn'Lone of her meaner n eighbors thal live d in the could-de -sac - they
laughed at her for the way she went about the community in h er eclectic clothes. She open ed the
door with a fake smile on h er fac e, anticipating another complaint from the n eighbors for the way
she b ehaved herself, but seeing Aster the smile became a real one and moved up to h er eyes.
"How are you Columbine l?ai?"
"Fine Aster, pl ease come in. And really, do just call me Collie, there is no need to be so formal, we aren't at a ball."
"Of course there is no need to be formal Columbine, but it is a nice way to greet someone
when you show up al there door unannounced, and it seems so lovely besides. Anyways, l cam
around to see if you would come on a picnic this evening- Camelia found a place by the river, and iL
is to b e warm tonight, it's the kind of place Momma vVendy would have liked." Aster said Lhis with a
strange tone, the kind one might use when they dream of faeries or of the p erfect birthday, it hinted
at a tear hiding in his eye, and Columbine knew what he meant when he m entioned MommavVendy.
"Of course I can come, it is only right, and this isn't the kind of thing she would have wanted
for us to do alone. vVhen should I come by?"
"Right around 5:30 please, it is about 30 minutes walk to the spot, and its r eally lovely scenery. \Ve just need something to drink if you could bring it."
"Yes, perfectly fine. I jusl need to get ready. l'll see you tonight then ."
Leaning in Asler lightly pecked Columbine's cheek, "Thanks love. See you tonight."
After Aster was out the door and had driven off Columbine walked back to her small, round
table and took a sip of her tea. "Tepid," she Lisked, pouring iL down the sink, "you won't do for
drinking now." S etting th e cup aside she moved Lo her room and looked in Lhe closet. She noled
how, indeed her clothes were eclectic; but still she loved them, and she never would wear something
she did not love. Mulling over what drinks to bring she pulled out a maroon sundress wilh little
flowers sewn into it in silver thread, deciding that it was p erfect for the occasion she chose to make
Sangria for the picnic, it too was perfect.
Columbine knocked on Lhe door to Aster's and Camelia opened the door, r ecalling what Aster had said about greeting persons opening doors she decided to t1y it out, "Hello Camelia Snow,"
she said. "I decided Lo bring Sangria; I hope that's all right."
"It is perfect, could you just put it in Lhe picnic basket. \Ve're carrying everythin g down with
us, but the walk is easy, so it won 't be very hard al all."
Nodding Columbine strode to the basket and placed Lhe sangria into iL; as she picked iL up to
bring to the door Aster came out of his room and she decided to surprise him as he probably didn'L
realize she was there. "1:Lello Aster Eldon, it is very silly of you not to answer your own door."
Jumping he replied , "Hey Collie, you seem to be ahead of me. vVill you lead us Carn?"
She nodded and led them out the door. On the way down they all pointed out different
things- Camelia had a habit of pointing out the curious shapes the sky rnade when it was poking
through the leaves, and Aster was fond of Lhe trees themselves; Columbine could recite the names
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of all the flowers they passed, but she only pointed out the ones that were exceptionally breathtaking.
"Flere we are," Camelia said after a little while.
"Oh, it is perfect Camelia. It must now be one of our spots," said Columbine.
"Yes," Aster agreed laying out the picnic blanket and food. "It is perfect."
The three friends sat and ate then, each noticing different things, like how the river ran
over the rocks, and how the birds would wade into the shallow and still parts. They pointed them
out, but mostly ate in silence, enjoying one another. After a while, when each had finished eating,
and was at that place of peace where you can only get to after eating with close friends Columbine
poured everyone another bit of sangria.
"To friends," she simply stated, lifting her red plastic cup into the air.
"To friends."
And as they toasted, they each took out a little urn full of ashes and threw them to the wind.
Nodding to herself and the others Columbine said, "Momma Wendy would have loved it here."

Alex

On Top of Cold Mountain

Davenport

Carly Eccles
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\1/hat is lefL to wash away?
The emptiness inside dissipates
as I watch Lhe rain beat down;
threatening, taunting.
I'm scared.
There is nothing left to wash away from this soul,
why can't the rain fill me?
These vacuous holes inside my heart,
inside my beingI wait angrily for the rain lo plug them.
REPAIR WHAT HAS TORN.
So longingly I stare upwards,
mouth wide open, trying to laste the drops;
my eyes slowly closeI want to he whole again.
The tears fall with the rainfalling
to
emptiness.
As they hit the ground they mix,
they dissolve to nothing and wash away.
The meaning behind them melts,
and my eyes become dark like the clouds that brought them.
The rain can never fill this emptiness;
it can only drain into the shadows.
And sit beneath the dirt,
under the street,
waiting for the day it meets a drain.
To one day creep back into the world,
but never to become pure again.
Permanently tainted,
dirty,
and forgotten.

Erica Gray
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D

eath Through My Window
Cleared, we start down the tracks towards· more bodies
But I cannot stop thinking ofhis home
A s I stare in silence through a dirty window

I was eighteen the first time I laughed at death. It happened on an Amtrak 80 on a warm
April day. I had been visiting my sister in Charlotte, North Carolina, that week and was on my way
home to Virginia. What was meant to be a seven-hour trip turned into thirteen and rooted itself
deeply in my memory and conscience. I am recording the following events of that trip as a testimony and confession.
I board before the sun rises and settle into a scratchy, grey seat by the window. A bearded
man across the aisle pulls the brim of his fad ed Indians cap over his eyes as he spreads over the two
seats to sleep. Not me. The slide show of the week keeps playing over in my mind; my sister taking
my senior pictures in an abandoned hay field, my beautiful niece and her toothless grin, and mom
calling to say that JMU had accepted me. That burden is finally gone, but now it is replaced with
n ew anxieties. Was nursing the best major? Would dorm life be terrible? \Vhat if I don't get along
with my hall mates? I need a distraction. I have a poem due for my creative writing class, so as everyone else takes out pillows I take out my notebook.
I search for inspiration in the trash-filled ditches outside of my window but it is not there.
Thoughts of home begin to beg like a child starved for attention and so, defeated, I put down the
poem and pick them up. The train slows and I cross off one more stop. More bodies board but there
is the same amount of silence. A comfortable, middle-aged woman clutching a half knitted scarf
takes the seat next to me. We smile and nod. Nobody speaks. Concentrating on avoiding physical
contact I press myself against the dirty window as she takes up her knitting.
Stop after stop comes and there is a little less land between me and Virginia. Still nobody
speaks; the clicking ofmy n eighbor's n eedles the only sound. Some of us have shared this car
since Charlotte and have not exchanged a word or even a glance. We do not yet have any common
ground - no exp erience to unite us. So we sit, avoiding eye contact, arms centimeters apart, staring
through our dirty windows, scratching off each city between us and our destinations.
The train comes to a sudden stop but there is no shelter in sight. Confused, everyone rushes
to the dirty windows on the left side of the train. Someone says "bodies." No, it is only one body and
it will not b e boarding. A man comes over the loud speaker and says, "There has been a tragedy on
the tracks." A woman comes from a car further up and says that we hit a man who had been walking
on the tracks. Later I would learn that the man was really a teenage boy wearing headphones and no
family would claim him. Nobody asks his name or age. They do not seem to want to know. They are
too busy cramming their faces against the dirty windows to catch a glimpse of the mutilated body or
the back of a police officer. I remain in my seat. I have stopped thinking about my home and begin
to wonder about his.
Two hours have passed. W e have not moved, and there is no more silence. People make
phone call after phone call spreading the news. When they are tired of the phone they turn to each
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other, reliving the story again and again. "Why do you think he did it?" "l have no sympathy for suicide." Then, as the hours drag on, "I am supposed to be in New York for a meeting tomorrow morning. How long does this sorl of thing take?" They have found their common ground. The dead boy
on the tracks has turned into an icebreaker.
Finally, the train begins its slow acceleration and their gossip gains momentum. I turn to my
poem to block them out. I had found inspiration in those trash-filled ditches after all and entitle it
"Death Through My Window." The words come faster than I can write them, and before l know it
we have stopped in Raleigh to collect a conductor who did not helplessly watch a young boy meet
his death under his train. The cycle continues. We travel to more stops; bodies leave and others
replace them. There is still no room for silence as bodies fill in the new arrivals on the one we left
on the side of the tracks. They dissect him for hours, speaking as if they knew him, as if they understood. I ignore them and try to honor the boy with my poem.
Midline I hear a muffled bang and catch a blur of grey and a flash of metal out of the corner
of my eye. The train slows to a stop and again ] see no shelter. This time everyone rushes to the right
side of the train. Alarmed, I strain to see down the tracks but see nothing but a stretch of bordering
forest. Again, the man comes over the loudspeaker. There has been another tragedy on the tracks.
Word filters down from the leading car thal a truck had tried to beat the train across the
tracks and lost. The next thing we hear is there had been three people in the truck. The next is that
they are all dead. Then, the laughter. It started with one person. After that, no one could seem to
stop. l become infuriated and push my way to the walkway between cars to make a phone call to
my best friend, Jenn. Jenn does not believe me when I tell her about the two accidents. Putting the
story inlo words makes it sound absurd even to my ears and before I can stop myself I have mingled
my laughter with theirs. Now Jenn is laughing. She stilJ does not believe me. Suddenly I feel sick. I
cut my laughter short and hers stops. Reading the shame in my silence she quietly offers, "I'm sorry
you've had lo go through this." But I am nol the one lying on the tracks.
I reassure Jenn that lam okay. She believes me now. Hanging up] return to my seat, tightlipped and burning. I stare out Lhe window. They try to catch my eyes by raising their eye brows and
shaking their heads over the common ground, but I ignore them. I do not want them to know that I
h ad joined them.
An hour later we start down the tracks again. We change conductors in Rocky Mount, North
Carolina, and at eight o'clock reach Richmond. My parents meet me with concern caused by the
observance of a large dent on the front of the train. I told them every detail of the trip over dinner.
'Nell, almost every detail. I did not tell them I laughed in a walkway while three people lay dead a
mile away and a boy lay dead just outside of Raleigh. The story told that night and recorded now in
its entirety will never leave me. l will always remember it as the last time I laughed at death.

Erin

Fearing
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A Night Like Any Other
the nameless faces of shapeless masses
amidst murmurs hefting plastic glasses
disdainful eyes flit around like insects
collectively finding new mates to impress
time gets murdered ever so thoroughly
never returns let it go unburdening
nothing accomplished just a feeling thereof
easier to be lush than do what you love
but if you don't let il this feeling won't hurt
just do what i do and sardonically smirk
then join in becoming yourself faceless
since all seem to be inherently graceless

Brendan Bagley

Starbucks
tall sleaming loveliness
non chalantly served with moo cow
fat hold the
white whip and give me more
mocha kick, a little present in a cup
with a swirling bow on top raspberry.

Liz Carpenter
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Cup of Love

He has known
Dark waters cruel and relentless.
The kind that eats you with its harsh black mouth
Splintering your soul with its white foamy spit.
The kind, too, that gently caresses the bow
Kissing the hardened wood, saying
forgive me. And he does.
Blue crinkled eyes sagging down underneath
Like sails in the doldrums.
Thick skin, made hard by years of salt.
He knows her better than any lady
from quarterdeck to figurehead.
It's as if wood and flesh didn't matter.
At dusk, Laughing gulls call for land
And Storm-petrels dart searching for souls.
vVhite towers assemble in the darkened sky.
Confused waves and tugging currents
tell him a storm is coming.
His smile shows between cracked lips
Whi]e excitement and electricity build.
Coarse flax-woven sails billow.
His fingers clutch wood and rope.
Sunburnt ears hear lightening split the air
As dolphins and fish swimmjng
hide in the depths.
Specks burst into thick daggers upon the water.
Two hands embrace the smooth circle
As the rain begins to fall.
Man and vessel are one.

Kari Sherwood
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